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The integral equations expressing the scalar wave functions for the
exterior region of a smooth and bounded scatterer in terms of the
potential Green's function have recently been found [2], [3]. In the
following note we discuss the solutions for these equations.
1. The statement of the problem. Let B denote the boundary of a
smooth, closed and bounded surface in £ 3 , and V the exterior of B.
Erect a spherical polar coordinate system with origin interior to B;
and denote by r a point (r, 0, <j>) in V and by TB a point (r#, 6B, 4>B) on
B. Further let v be a scalar wave function for the exterior V, i.e.,
(a) v(r) is of class C2, r £ 7 = VVJB,
(b) ( V 2 + ^ 2 ) ^ ( r ) = 0 , r £ F ; k, the wave number, is assumed to be
complex,
(c) r(dv/dr—ikv) =tf(l), r—»<*>, uniformly in 0 and <j>.
Then, we obtain the equation
(D)

co = Kio) + u\

for the Dirichlet problem, and the equation
(N)

co = (Ki + iT2)co + uT

for the Neumann problem; where
(1)

co =

exp(—ikr)v,
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co —» K200 = ik I daBGo(r, rB)n o f^co^),
JB
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«1 = I d<rB<u(rB) — Gn(r,TB),
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= — I d(rBGo(r, rB) exp( — ikrB)
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In the above equations dv is the volume element, da the surface
element, V 2 the Laplacian expressed in the coordinates (r, 6,<j>)\û and
rB are unit vectors in the normal and radial directions respectively,
and d/dn denotes the normal derivative. G0 denotes the potential
Dirichlet Green's function when it is used in (D), and the potential
Neumann Green's function when it is used in (N).
We assume that the surface B can be described by an equation
rB—g(0, <£)• For the Dirichlet problem it is sufficient to assume that
gEC1 (B) while for the Neumann problem an additional restriction is
needed; namely, that n o r is uniformly Holder continuous on B.
2. Construction of a solution space. Let W be the set of functions
defined on V such that
(a) co£C 2 (F),coGC 1 (F),
(b) co is analytic in the complex z= \/r plane having the expansion

(6)

co = i : M, $)z^ 1*1 ^—,

d — c+e, € > 0 , and c is the radius of the smallest sphere containing
the surface Bt
(c) fn(0, <t>)~ ]Cm=» Ym(6, <j>), where Ym is an rath-order spherical
harmonic, i.e.,
m

Ym(d, <j>) =

i

X ) AimPm(cosd)

exp(il(j>).

l=—m

We define the following norm on W,
(7)

||co|| = max | o)(r) \ + max | co(0, 0, l/z) \ ,
rev

|z|^5

for all 0^0^TT, 0^c>^27r.
Then in { W, |[ -||} the solutions for the equations (D) and (N) are
found in the usual manner. Specifically, turning our attention to the
Dirichlet problem, we let

and show that (a) u^EW,
(b) Kx maps IF into itself, (c) ||Xi|| < 1 for
sufficiently small \k\y (d) co£W, and (e) co(n)—>co as iV-^oo in norm
(7). Thus, using the relation (1) we obtain the solution of the scalar
Helmholtz equation for the exterior region V. The procedure, with
more complicated details, is essentially the same for the Neumann
problem.
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3. Further results, (a) If we define the norm as
(8) ||co(r)|| = max | co(r) | + max | D'œ(r) \ + max | co(r, 0, 1/z) | ,
rev
rev
z^8
for all 0^Ö^7T, 0^^>^27r, where D' denotes any one of the first derivatives with respect to 0, cj> or r, then with a slight change (6) becomes a complete space. Then the operators in (D) and (N) are contraction operators (for small enough | k\ ) in norm (8), and therefore,
by a Banach fixed point theorem these equations are uniquely solvable. This fact and the relation (1) provide new existence proofs for
the Dirichlet as well as the Neumann problems for the exterior
Helmholtz equations.
(b) One of the surfaces for which the Helmholtz equation is nonseparable is a spindle (a football shaped object). However, the
Laplace equation is partially separable (and therefore solvable) in
the exterior region of this body. By means of the above technique the
scalar wave function for the Dirichlet problem has been found for this
case [ l ] , though the result remains formal due to the edges on the
spindle's surface. All the details will be given elsewhere.
4. Acknowledgment. The author is indebted to R. E. Kleinman
and G. W. Hedstrom for helpful discussions.
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